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Abstract This paper proposes a model of occupational choice with heterogeneous agents in terms of human capital to quantify the role of offshoring and computerization in labor market polarization and increased top income inequality. We find that both offshoring and computerization played a major role regarding labor market polarization in the United States over the period 1975 - 2008. We further show that the last decades can be decomposed into two subperiods. Computerization is the main driver of labor market polarization from 1975 to the mid 1990s, after which globalization (through decreased costs of offshoring) explains more than 70% of job and wage polarization. Our model can also explain around 40% of the observed increase in top income inequality since 1975. JEL codes: F62, J24, J31, O33. Keywords: Polarization, Inequality, Offshoring, Computerization, Occupational Choice.
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Introduction



Since the early 1980s, the US labor market has experienced several major transformations in terms of income distribution. A large body of literature documents an increase in income inequality in the United States. Katz and Murphy (1992) and Autor et al. (1998) (among others) show evidence of a steady increase in the college wage premium (over high school). One frequent explanation for this phenomenon is the role of skill-biased technical change (Acemoglu (1998), Acemoglu (2002), Krusell et al. (2000)). However, models of skill-biased technical change cannot generally account for two key characteristics of the evolution of the job and wage distributions over the last decades: job and wage polarization. Autor et al. (2003) and Autor et al. (2006) document job polarization in the US by making a distinction between skills and tasks and between routine and non-routine tasks. They argue that routine tasks are those that can be substituted by computers. Hence, cognitive routine tasks (typically tasks in the middle of the wage/skill distribution) can potentially be replaced by computers while non-routine manual (low wages/human capital) and non-routine cognitive tasks (high wages) cannot. Substitution of routine manual (middle-skill) tasks by computers leads to a U-shaped relationship between the change in the share of employment of occupations and their skill-content. Beside computerization, offshoring has also been proposed as a competing explanation for the hollowing out of middle-wage jobs (Firpo et al. (2011)) as routine manual jobs are potentially subject to relocation to lower-wage countries. Job polarization has also been documented in European countries (Goos and Manning (2007), Goos et al. (2009))) and in Canada (Green and Sand (2015)).1 Over the same period, wages also started to follow the same pattern of polarization, i.e. wage increase was relatively higher for occupations with low- and high-skill content than for occupations in the middle of the wage distribution (Goldin and Katz (2007), Autor et al. (2008), Antonczyk et al. (2010) and Autor and Dorn (2013)). On the other hand, the early 1980s marks the beginning of an increase in top income inequality in the United States (see Piketty and Saez (2003), Piketty (2005)). Atkinson et al. (2011) document that the increase in the share of top income is mainly due to labor income 1



See Acemoglu and Autor (2011) for a review of literature on labor market trends.
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Figure 1: Top income inequality: 1975 - 2013 increase for top earners. Figure 1 shows the evolution of the share of US income going to the top 10% of income earners. This share steadily grew over the period 1975 - 2013, going from around 32% to about 47%. In this paper, we propose to quantify the effect of offshoring and computerization on labor market polarization and top income inequality within a single framework. Whereas computerization is a result of technological improvements, offshoring is mainly a result of globalization and is related to several factors such as reductions in formal barriers (e.g, improvement in property rights or removal of restriction on foreign investments), trade liberalization or decreased communication costs. Over the last few decades, the stock of computer capital held by US companies increased significantly (Figure 2). This period has also been marked by increased economic globalization and associated offshoring of production. Trade as a share of GDP is traditionally used as an indirect measure of economic globalization. Figure 3 depicts the evolution of this indicator of globalization over time for the United States. It shows that US international trade as a share of GDP has been increasing since the late 1970s.
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Figure 2: Stock of information processing equipment (billions of dollars)



Figure 3: US international trade (imports + exports) as a share of GDP Source: World Bank 4



While there exists an empirical literature trying to estimate the role of offshoring and computerization on labor market polarization, there is no quantitative assessment of the relative role of each of these factors on both job and wage polarization and top income inequality within a single theoretical framework. Our model aims at filling this gap by focusing on annual data instead of long-term patterns. We build a model of occupational choice with heterogeneous agents in terms of human capital (or skills) and four different occupations. We follow Autor and Dorn (2013) in assuming that there are two sectors in the economy respectively producing goods and services but we do not restrict skills to belong to only two skill levels. Instead, we use a continuous distribution of human capital. The allocation of skills to different occupations is endogenously determined. The goods industry is assumed to be more human capital intensive than the service industry and jobs in this industry can either be offshored or automated. Production of either goods or services is performed by firms or production units. Each of these units combines one ”team leader” and workers. A ”team leader” can be seen as a manager who is in charge of a team of workers or, more generally, as any other occupation which involves ”creative” abstract thinking by one agent and a subsequent implementation by a group of workers. In the rest of the paper, we refer to these ”team leaders” as managers. Managerial jobs in both industries are assumed to be human capital intensive. In equilibrium, agents with higher human capital manage larger production units. In our model, agents can choose between working in the service or goods industry or performing managerial tasks in either of the two production sectors. Agents endogenously sort themselves and work in the occupation which offers the highest wage given their level of skills. A decrease in the price of computers or in the cost of offshoring leads to a reallocation of agents across industries and to changes in relative wages. The demand for middle-skill workers falls leading to a decrease in the share of employment and relative wages in middleskill occupations. At the same time, managers see their relative wage increase as they benefit from the decreased costs of production.2 Our model closely matches the evolution of employment shares by occupations, of relative 2



Eeckhout and Jovanovic (2012) also study the effect of globalization on labor markets using a model of occupational choice. They show that globalization can increase the span of control of high-skill managers and the share of managers in high-skill countries. Mandelman (2016) similarly studies the effect of offshoring on labor market polarization in a stochastic growth model.
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Figure 4: Evolution of employment share and wages by occupation groups
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wages and top income inequality over the period 1975 - 2008. It further shows that both globalization (through offshoring) and computerization had a significant impact on labor market polarization even though globalization became the main driving force over the most recent years. Our model and quantitative analysis build on the recent evidence in Autor and Dorn (2013). They document that polarization of employment and wages in the US can be explained by the growth of low-skill services. These services, which are at the bottom of the wage/skill distribution, experienced an increase in employment share and relative wages which account for most of the observed labor market polarization in the US. Beyond low-skill services, they identify four routine/middle-skill occupation groups as well as non-routine managerial activities (at the top of the skill distribution). We further merge the four middle-skill occupation groups giving us three groups in total: low-skill services, middle-skill occupations and managerial (high-skill) jobs.3 In Figure 4, we report the evolution of employment shares and real wages for these three major occupation groups.4 The plot clearly shows the polarization of both employment and wages starting in 1980. The share of employment in lowand high-skill occupations increases over the period, consistent with a U-shaped relationship between changes in employment and skill-content. At the same time, the wage of low- and high-skill groups increased relatively faster than in the middle-skill group. Computerization and offshoring may have also played a role in the increase of top income inequality over the past decades. Technological change, which decreases the cost of computer capital, and cheaper offshoring opportunities (which are substitutes for middle-skill workers at home) can boost companies’ size and profit.5 On the other hand, globalization also increases potential markets for multinationals. The increase in firm size and profit can further be accompanied by increased salaries for managerial occupations which are typically at the top of the wage distribution.6 In our model, globalization reduces the production cost of firms raising their profits which leads to an increase in managerial compensations. In this sense, our 3



Data used in this paper are described in Section 3.1. In Panel B. of Figure 4, wages are normalized to one in each category in 1975. In 1975, the average nominal wage in the low-skill service group ($3.00) is lower than that in the middle-skill group ($4.65) as well as than that of managers ($6.62). 5 Antras et al. (2006) propose a model in which high-skill agents can benefit from lower wages abroad through offshoring of tasks. 6 Gabaix and Landier (2008) and Tervi¨ o (2008) relate the recent increase in CEO pay to the increase in firm size. 4
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model captures the idea that globalization and computerization could increase the return to superstars as in Rosen (1981).7 Our model can explain around 40% of the observed increase in top income inequality. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we present the occupational choice model in Section 2 and illustrate its comparative statics. We then turn to the quantitative analysis in Section 3 where we describe the data, our calibration and the predictions of the model. We then decompose the predictions between the effect of globalization and computerization. Finally, Section 4 concludes.
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Model



In this section, we describe a static model of occupational choice which comprises a continuum of agents of mass one. Agents are heterogeneous in terms of human capital (or skills) and we assume that the human capital distribution in the economy is continuous with cdf F (h). Agents maximize an increasing and concave utility function u(c) with u0 (c) > 0 and u00 (c) ≤ 0. There are two intermediate input sectors in the economy producing respectively goods and (low-skill) services. The service industry is assumed to be labor intensive and to produce services which are not offshorable nor tradable. In addition, jobs in the service sector are nonroutine occupations and cannot be replaced by computers or machines. The goods industry is assumed to be human capital intensive. Workers in the goods industry can however be replaced by machines (computerization) or by workers abroad (offshoring). Managers in both industries control a unit of production. Managers’ human capital determines their span of control as in Lucas (1978). Managers are not subject to automation nor offshoring. Agents optimally choose their occupation between four distinct tasks: worker in the service industry, worker in the goods industry, manager in the service industry or manager in the goods industry. Before describing the model in more detail, one remark is in order. Goods and service industries in the model should not be interpreted sensu stricto. The service occupations, 7



Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg (2006) propose a model of knowledge hierarchies within firms in which improved communication technologies lead to a superstar effect. Better communication technologies allows agents at the top of the hierarchy to better leverage their skills and generates an increase in top income inequality.
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as we model them here, are only composed of low-skill (non human capital intensive), nonoffshorable and non-computerizable services (mainly corresponding to non-routine low-skill jobs) and do not include the entire service sector.8 On the other hand, what we call the goods industry in our model covers activities which are part of the overall service sector. We should, however, keep in mind that the main difference between workers in the service and goods sectors in our model comes from the low-skill content and non-routine nature of jobs in the service industry. Managerial activities are, however, high-skill and non-routine jobs in both sectors. A composite final consumption good in the economy (Y ) is produced according to:  ρ−1  ρ ρ−1 ρ−1 ρ ρ Y = Ys + Yg



(1)



where Ys and Yg respectively denote service and good inputs used in the production of the final good, and ρ is the elasticity of substitution between goods and services in the production of the final good. The final good is assumed to be produced competitively so that in equilibrium:



ps = pg







Yg Ys



1



ρ



(2)



where ps and pg are respectively the price of services and goods in terms of the final composite good. Without loss of generality, we normalize the price of the final good to one, implying:



pg = 1 − p1−ρ s



2.1







1 1−ρ



(3)



Service industry



There are two potential occupations for agents in the service industry: worker or manager. A worker in the service industry supplies one unit of labor to a production unit or firm. Each agent in the economy can also decide to become a manager of one production unit in the service industry in which case her production function is: 8



See Autor and Dorn (2013) for a discussion of the distinction. Low-skill service occupations account for around 10 to 15% of US employment while the overall service sector represents around 83% of non-farm employment in 2005.
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ys (zi ) = As zi Niαs



(4)



where As is a productivity parameter common to all firms in the service industry, zi denotes the level of human capital of manager i and Ni is the mass of agents working with manager i. We assume that each worker in the service industry is paid a wage ws in terms of the final good which is endogenously determined. We assume that the manager of a firm receives an income equal to the profit of the firm. This can be interpreted as managers being entrepreneurs or as the outcome of firms competing to hire a manager to conduct a unit of production. If entry of firms in the market for manager is free, managers receive the profit of the production unit as income in equilibrium.9 Service production cannot be offshored nor automated. As a consequence, the manager of a firm maximizes firm’s profit:



πs (zi ) = As ps zi Niαs − ws Ni



(5)



Profit maximization determines the demand for labor from manager i and profit of manager i given by:



 1 As αs ps zi 1−αs Ni = ws   αs 1 αs 1−αs πs (zi ) = (1 − αs ) (As ps zi ) 1−αs ws 



(6) (7)



The demand for workers is increasing in the level of skills of the manager so that managers with higher human capital manage larger production units. The profit of a production unit in the service industry is an increasing and convex function of the skill level of the manager. 9



The results would not be qualitatively different if we assumed that the manager receives a wage according to any bargaining rule that results in a constant share of the firm’s profit going to the manager.
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2.2



Goods industry



As in the service industry, there are two occupations in the goods industry: worker and manager. Workers in the goods industry supply their human capital to a production unit. Any agent can decide to become a manager in the goods industry in which case she obtains the profit of her firm net of the payment of all inputs used in production. The goods industry is assumed to be human capital intensive and is potentially subject to offshoring and automation. This means that workers in the home country goods sector can be substituted by computers and/or workers abroad. The production of a firm managed by a manager with human capital zi is given by:  yg (zi ) = Ag zi



aH hH i



−1 



+



aF hFi



−1 



K



+ a Ki



−1 



 αg 



−1



(8)



where Ag is a productivity parameter common to all firms in the goods industry. H superscripts stand for the home country and F superscripts for the foreign one. h denotes human capital and K computer capital.  is the elasticity of substitution between inputs and is assumed to be strictly greater than one (inputs are gross substitutes in production). We assume that αs < αg < 1.10 The costs of one unit of computer capital is θ units of the final good. The wage of workers in the foreign country is exogenous and equal to wF . In addition, we assume that there is a cost F C per unit of human capital associated with managing workers abroad. This cost is related to the ease with which a single agent can manage workers in different countries and can be thought of as being associated with globalization, improvement in communication technologies and trade costs. Workers at home are paid a wage (wg ) per unit of human capital which is endogenously determined. All costs and wages are expressed in units of the final good. Managers maximize the profit of their firm which is given by:



  αg  −1 −1 −1 −1 F F   πg (zi ) = Ag pg zi aH hH + aF hFi  + aK − wg hH i i K i − (w + F C)hi − θKi (9) 10



This assumptions implies that agents at the top of the human capital distribution become managers in the goods industry in equilibrium (see Appendix A.1 for a discussion).
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The demand for human capital at home, human capital abroad and computer capital is given by:



hH i hFi Ki



# αg −+1  1 "  −1  F K −1 (−1)(1−αg ) w a Ag pg αg aH zi 1−αg H w a g g a + aF (10) = + aK wg (wF + F C)aH θaH   wg a F = hH (11) i (wF + F C)aH   wg a K H (12) = hi θaH 



The demand for human capital at home and abroad as well as the demand for computer capital is increasing in the level of human capital of the manager. The income of a manager with human capital zi in the goods sector is then given by:



πg (zi ) = (Ag pg zi )



1 1−αg







αg aH wg



αg  1−α



g



Ψ



αg (1−αg )(−1)



  αg aH Ω 1− wg Ψ



(13)



where



 −1 −1 wg aK wg aF K +a Ψ = a +a (wF + F C)aH θaH      wg aF wg a K F Ω = wg + (w + F C) +θ (wF + F C)aH θaH H



F







(14) (15)



We can notice that: aH Ω =1 wg Ψ



(16)



so that the wage of manager in the goods sector is equal to:



πg (zi ) = (1 − αg )(Ag pg zi )



1 1−αg







αg aH wg



αg  1−α



g



αg



Ψ (1−αg )(−1)



(17)



which is an increasing and convex function of the level of human capital of the manager.
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2.3



Equilibrium



In this section, we derive the system of equilibrium conditions of the model and show that the optimal decision of agents in terms of occupation follows a cutoff rule. Agents maximize their utility which is strictly increasing in consumption (which is also their income level) over the choice of occupations taking their human capital and prices as given. The problem reads:



c(hi ) = M ax



   ws ;        hi wg ;



         



  αs 1  αs 1−αs  (As ps hi ) 1−αs ; (1 − α )  s ws     H  αg αg 1    (1 − αg )(Ag pg zi ) 1−αg αg a 1−αg Ψ (1−αg )(−1) wg



        



(18)



where hi is the level of human capital of agent i and c(hi ) is the associated consumption (or wage) level. Each line in Equation (18) corresponds to the wage that a worker with human capital hi would receive respectively as a worker in the service industry, as a worker in the goods industry, as a manager in the service industry and as a manager in the goods industry. Wage is independent of the level of human capital for workers in the service industry. For workers in the goods industry and managers in both sectors, the wage is increasing in their skill level. It is linear in human capital for workers in the goods industry and convex for managers.



Proposition 1. Agents sort themselves between occupations by choosing the occupation which gives them the highest revenue given their level of human capital and prices. Given prices (ws , wg , ps and pg all strictly positive) and a skill distribution with support R+ , the optimal occupational choice of agents is defined by a cutoff rule. Low human capital agents choose to work in the service industry as workers (up to cutoff HC1∗ ), agents with human capital between HC1∗ and a second cutoff HC2∗ supply their human capital to managers in the goods industry. Between HC2∗ and HC3∗ (≥ HC2∗ ), agents work as managers of service companies and agents with human capital above HC3∗ work as managers of firms in the goods sector.



Proof:



See Appendix A.1.
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Figure 5: Cutoff strategy Note: Dotted lines represent wages under the different occupations. The solid line represents equilibrium consumption as a function of human capital. An illustration of the cutoff strategy is reported in Figure 5.11 It shows the wage received by agents as a function of their level of human capital and their chosen occupation. The solid line represents the equilibrium wage of agents as a function of their level of human capital. The optimal decision of final good producers coupled with market clearing condition for good and services implies that: The parameter values used in this example are αs = 0.3, αg = 0.7, aH = aF = aK = 13 , As = Ag = 1, ρ = 1.5,  = 2, wF = F C = θ = 1. The human capital distribution is assumed to be lognormal with parameters µ = 0 and σ = 0.5. 11
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ps pg



1 Yg ρ = Ys R ∞



1



=  R HC3∗











(19)



HC ∗ yg (z) dF (z)



3 HC2∗







ys (z) dF (z)



1 1−αg



 Ag = 







pg αg aH wg 1 1−αs



As











ρ



(20)



αg 1−αg



αs ps ws



Ψ







αg (1−αg )(−1)



αs 1−αs



R HC3∗ HC2∗



z



R∞



z



HC3∗



1 1−αs



1 1−αg



dF (z)



 ρ1



dF (z)  



(21)



Labor market clearing in the service industry requires that



F (HC1∗ ) =







As αs ps ws







1 1−αs



Z



HC3∗



1



z 1−αs dF (z)



(22)



HC2∗



and labor market clearing in the goods industry implies



Z



HC2∗



 h dF (h) =



HC1∗



Ag αg pg aH wg



1  1−α



g



Ψ



αg −+1 (1−αg )(−1)



Z



∞



1



z 1−αg dF (z)



(23)



HC3∗



Proposition 2. In equilibrium, there is a positive mass of workers working in each occupation i.e. HC3∗ > HC2∗ > HC1∗ > 0.



Proof:



See Appendix A.2 .



Definition 1. Given a distribution of human capital with cdf F : R+ → [0, 1], an equilibrium is a collection of prices (ps , pg ), wages (ws , wg ), cutoffs (HC1∗ , HC2∗ , HC3∗ ), demand for workers (N ), demand for human capital (hH , hF ), demand for goods and services (Yg , Ys ) and computer capital (Ki ) such that:



1. Given prices, final good producers and production units (managers) in both the service and goods industries maximize their profit. 2. Given prices, agents maximize their utility by following a cutoff strategy in which agents with human capital in [0, HC1∗ ) become workers in the services industry, agents with
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human capital in [HC1∗ , HC2∗ ) are workers in the goods industry, agents with human capital in [HC2∗ , HC3∗ ) work as managers in the industry sector and agents with human capital above HC3∗ work as managers in the goods sector. 3. Markets clear: i. Labor market clearing in the service industry: R HC ∗ F (HC1∗ ) = HC ∗3 N (z) dF (z) 2



ii. Labor market clearing in the goods industry: R HC2∗ R∞ H HC ∗ h dF (h) = HC ∗ h (z) dF (z) 1



3



iii. Service market clearing: R HC ∗ Ys = HC ∗3 As zN (z)αs dF (z) 2



iv. Good market clearing:   αg  R∞ −1 −1 −1 −1 H H F F K    Yg = HC ∗ Ag z a h (z) + a h (z) + a K(z) dF (z) 3



The cutoffs must be such that agents with human capital equal to any of these cutoffs is indifferent between the two occupations that the cutoff separates. In particular, agents with human capital equal to HC1∗ must be indifferent between being a worker in the service and goods industry. An agent with human capital HC2∗ is indifferent between being a worker in the goods industry and being a manager in the service industry. Eventually, agents with human capital HC3∗ are indifferent between being a manager in the service or goods industry. All this implies the following equilibrium indifference conditions:



ws = HC1∗ wg



(24)



HC2∗ wg = (1 − αs )  (1 − αs )



2.4



αs ws







αs 1−αs







αs ws







αs 1−αs



1



(As ps HC2∗ ) 1−αs 1



(As ps HC3∗ ) 1−αs



= (1 − αg )Ψ



(25) αg (1−αg )(−1)







αg aH wg



αg  1−α



g



1



g (Ag pg HC3∗ ) 1−α (26)



Comparative statics



In this section, we present numerical examples of the effect of changes in the cost of automation and offshoring on labor market polarization and top income inequality. We assume that the
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distribution of human capital in the economy is lognormal with mean µ and variance σ 2 .12 We report comparative statics with respect to two of the three costs associated with offshoring (the cost of relocating production abroad, F C) and computerization (the cost of computer capital, θ). The effect of a change in the wage of workers abroad, wF is similar to F C. Our model can generate changes in the labor market structure and top income inequality following a decrease in the cost of offshoring and/or computerization which are qualitatively consistent with the data (Figures 6 and 7). A decrease in F C (respectively in θ) leads managers in the goods sector to substitute workers abroad (computers) to workers at home. This decreases the demand for workers in the goods sector (Panel B). The relative wage for workers in the goods sector decrease (Panel E and F) leading to a reallocation of middle-skill workers towards both the service industry (Panel A) and to managerial occupations (Panel C). The decrease in the cost of production of goods benefits managers who see their relative wage increase (Panel F). Overall, the decrease in the cost of offshoring and computerization benefits relatively more to agents with the highest levels of human capital (managers) resulting in an increase in the top earners’ share of income (Panel D). These results show that our model can qualitatively reproduce the direction of changes in the labor structure observed since the early 1980s in the US and in particular job and wage polarization and the increase in top income inequality.
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Quantitative analysis



In this section, we use our model of occupational choice to quantify the relative impact that the reduction in the cost of offshoring and automation had on labor market polarization and top income inequality in the United States between 1975 and 2008. In particular, we calibrate a dynamic (repeated) version of the static model described in Section 2. Dynamics is obtained by introducing the evolution of offshoring and computer costs into the model. This approach allows us to study labor market dynamics on a yearly basis. Top income inequality started increasing in the early 1980s in the US. Job polarization and wage polarization started around the same time. We therefore calibrate the parameters 12



The parameter values used in the comparative statics exercise are αs = 0.3, αg = 0.7, aH = aF = aK = As = Ag = 1, ρ = 1.5,  = 3.
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1 3,



Figure 6: Comparative statics: FC (θ = wF = 1)
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Figure 7: Comparative statics: θ (F C = wF = 1)
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of our model on years 1980 and 1981. Notations used in previous sections is maintained in the rest of the paper and a time subscript is added when necessary.



3.1



Data



Data on occupation, labor income and hours worked are taken from the annual Current Population Survey (March release).13 Data are available between 1975 and 2012 (income years). The database comprises on average around 170,000 individuals every year. We further filter the data. We focus on working age population. Following Autor and Dorn (2013), we keep individual aged between 18 and 64 year old. We drop agents for which the occupation is unknown as well those for which the number of hours (per week) and weeks (per year) worked is not reported. Following Ales et al. (2015), underemployed individuals (i.e., people with less than 250 hours worked) and agents earning less than 100 US dollars per year are dropped as well. Availability of other variables restricts our analysis to the 1975 - 2008 period over which we have around 2.7 million observations. Regarding occupations, we follow the classification suggested by Dorn (2009) (so-called occ1990dd occupation system) which provides a balanced panel of consistent occupation definitions over time. We then follow Autor and Dorn (2013) and assign each occupation to six main occupation groups: managers, production, transportation, machine operators, clerical and (low-skill) service occupations. Autor and Dorn (2013) match a measure of routine intensity of tasks from the US Department of Labor’s Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) to occ1990dd occupations. Low-skill service and managerial occupations display the lowest intensity of routine task among the six groups.14 We further group Production, Transportation, Machine operators and Clerical occupations into one occupation which corresponds to workers in the goods sector in our model. These four categories are mainly performed by middle-skill workers and involve routine tasks, i.e. potentially subject to computerization. Autor and Dorn (2013) also find a relatively high correlation between the degree of offshorability and the routine content of occupations. Overall, we obtain three major occupation 13



Data are retrieved from Steven Ruggles, J. Trent Alexander, Katie Genadek, Ronald Goeken, Matthew B. Schroeder, and Matthew Sobek. Integrated Public Use Microdata Series: Version 5.0 [Machine-readable database]. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 2010. 14 Routine intensity is measured on a scale from 0 to 10. Low-skill services have an average score of 2.95 and managerial activities of 3.91. Other occupation groups have scores ranging from 4.67 to 6.67.
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groups consistent with our model: (low-skill) service workers, goods sector workers and managers. Low-skill service workers work in occupations which cannot be easily automated or offshored such as child care workers, cleaners, bartenders and waiters, barbers or gardeners. On the other hand, jobs in the goods sector typically involve routine tasks and tradable goods or services which are subject to potential offshoring or automation. Hourly wages and hours supplied calculations follow from Appendix A of Autor and Dorn (2013). Top-coded annual wages are multiplied by 1.5 and corresponding hourly wages are truncated at this value divided by 50 weeks multiplied by 35 hours. Hourly wages below the first percentile of the wage distribution are set to this value. We use the Consumer Price Index (base year 2005) to compute real wages. Labor supply is measured as the number of hours worked per year. Hourly wages are weighted by the number of hours worked and Census sampling weights to compute average wages in each occupation group. Data on top income inequality is obtained from the World Top Incomes Database.15 We use the top 10%, 1% and 0.1% income shares in the United States between 1975 and 2008. For workers’ wage abroad, we use wages in a selected group of Asian countries.16 Nominal wages are obtained from the International Labour Organization. We use average wages per week and average hours worked to derive the hourly nominal wage. We then convert the hourly wage into US dollars using the nominal exchange rate from Penn World Tables 8.1.17 Real wages in US dollars are calculated using the Consumer Price Index. Eventually, we measure wages abroad at any any time as the lowest wage in the group of selected countries.18 This allows us to account for potential relocation of production across countries as some Asian countries saw their wages increase significantly over recent years.19 In our calibration, we 15



Alvaredo, Facundo, Anthony B. Atkinson, Thomas Piketty and Emmanuel Saez, The World Top Incomes Database, http://topincomes.g-mond.parisschoolofeconomics.eu/. 16 We select countries whose imports to the US as a share of total US imports reach 1% at least once over the period 1975 - 2008 and for which wage data is available. We exclude oil producing countries. Bilateral trade data is retrieved from Barbieri, Katherine and Omar Keshk. 2012. Correlates of War Project Trade Data Set Codebook, Version 3.0. Online: http://correlatesofwar.org. Countries with available data include China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Taiwan and Thailand. 17 Feenstra, Robert C., Robert Inklaar and Marcel P. Timmer (2015), ”The Next Generation of the Penn World Table” forthcoming American Economic Review, available for download at www.ggdc.net/pwt. 18 Over the period 1975 - 2008, the minimum wage in the list of countries with available data comes from China, India or Indonesia only. The use of this measure might lead us to overestimate the role of foreign wages in labor market polarization as all US multinational employment abroad does not flow immediately to the country with the lowest real wage. Nevertheless, as we show in Section 3.3.1, the evolution of foreign wages has a negligible impact on US labor market so that our methodology should not significantly affect the results of our quantitative analysis. 19 For instance, average real wages in manufacturing in China were multiplied by a factor of almost 4 over the
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also use the stock of information processing equipments as a share of GDP between 1975 and 2008.20 We also retrieve data on foreign direct investments (stock) by US companies to our sample of Asian countries from the Bureau of Economic Analysis. The Bureau of Economic Analysis also provides data on offshoring by US multinationals measured by employment of foreign affiliates. Data is available for the aforementioned seven asian countries between 1989 and 2013. Eventually, we use a measure of offshoring by US multinationals to low income countries in the early 1980s as reported in Harrison and McMillan (2011) based on Bureau of Economic Analysis data on operations of US multinational companies.



3.2



Calibration



As the early 1980s mark the start of both a steep increase in top income inequality and of the polarization of the US labor market, we calibrate our model on the years 1980 and 1981. In our quantitative analysis, we assume that the distribution of human capital in the economy follows a lognormal distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 . In total, we have 11 parameters to calibrate or normalize. In addition, we need to calibrate the cost of offshoring F ) in the (F C1980 ), the cost of computer capital (θ1980 ) and the level of wage abroad (w1980



model. First, we reduce the number of parameters to be estimated by normalizing As and Ag to one. We also set µ = 0. This implies that the median human capital level in the economy is normalized to one. We also normalize aK = 1. This is without loss of generality as it implies that the other factors shares (aH and aF ) are expressed relatively to aK . We use ten moments from the data to calibrate the remaining ten parameters and cost levels. These moments are related to top income inequality, relative wages and employment shares as well as to the stock of computer capital and the intensity of offshoring. Parameters are jointly calibrated. The list of moments is the following: the ratio of top 1 to top 0.1% income share in 1980 (to capture the shape of the tail of human capital distribution), the top 10% income share in 1980, the share of workers in the service and in the goods sectors both period 1995 -2008. 20 Information processing equipments include computers and peripheral equipments, communication equipments, photocopy and related equipment, office and accounting equipment, medical equipment and instruments and nonmedical instruments. Computers and communication equipment account for around 64% of the stock both in 1975 and 2008. Measures of stocks are divided by the level of real GDP (available on the Federal Reserve Bank of Saint Louis website).
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in 1980 and 1981, the ratio of average worker wages in the service and goods sectors in 1980, the ratio of Chinese to US real wage (in the goods sector) in 1980, the stock of computer capital as a share of GDP in 1980 (to identify the cost of computerization, θ1980 ) and the level of offshoring in the early 1980s as measured by the ratio of US multinational foreign (in low income countries) and home employees (to determine the cost of offshoring, F C1980 ). Parameter values used in the quantitative exercise are reported in Table 1.



Normalization As AM



1 1



µ aK



0 1



σ  ρ



0.44 1.69 1.31



Calibrated parameters aH aF αs αg



5.52 12.96 0.13 0.70



Calibrated costs F C1980 θ1980



F w1980



754.92 27.02



2.01



Table 1: Parameter values used in quantitative exercise  is greater than one implying that human capital at home, human capital abroad and computer capital are gross substitutes in the final good production function. Goods and services are found to be gross substitutes in the production of the final consumption good. This corresponds to the case studied in our comparative statics analysis (see Section 2.4) which was able to qualitatively replicate the main labor market and inequality trends observed over the last few decades. Our calibration does a good job in matching the targeted moments (see Table 2). We are able to replicate the structure of the labor market as well as the level of top income inequality for the years 1980 and 1981. We now use our calibrated model to predict the evolution of wages, employment and top income inequality over the period 1975 - 2008. The dynamics of the model comes from the
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1980 Moment Data



Model



Description



3.668 T op 10% 0.329 Ns 0.102 Ng 0.566 ws 0.647 w¯g wF 0.030 w¯g θ K 0.031 Y HC F 0.087 HCH



3.668 0.331 0.102 0.565 0.647 0.030 0.031 0.087



Ratio of top 1 and top 0.1% income share Top 10% income share Service worker employment share Good worker employment share Ratio of workers’ wage in service and goods industry Ratio of workers’ wages abroad and in home goods industry Stock of computer capital as a share of GDP Ratio of offshored employment over home employment



T op 1% T op 0.1%



1981 Moment



Ns Ng



Data



Model



Description



0.103 0.564



0.103 0.559



Service worker employment share Good worker employment share



Table 2: Calibration result
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Figure 8: Real wage abroad evolution of the three types of costs related to offshoring and automation: the wage level abroad (wtF ), the cost of offshoring (F Ct ) and the cost of computerization (θt ). For the wage level abroad, we use the evolution of wages in a selected group of Asian countries (as described in Section 3.1) to recover the evolution of wtF over time in our model. Figure 8 shows the evolution of real wages abroad over time. It is decreasing until 2005 after which it starts to increase significantly. Higher wages abroad decreases the incentive to offshore production ceteris paribus. Unfortunately, we do not have available satisfactory measures of offshoring and computerization costs over the period 1975 - 2008. To solve for this lack of data, we calibrate the time series for F Ct and θt using our model. In particular, they are calibrated each period so that the model matches the stock of computer capital21 as a share of GDP and such that the percentage change in employment abroad in the model corresponds to the percentage change in the stock of real FDI in our sample Asian countries in the data. We believe that the choice of FDI to calibrate offshoring cost is relevant as FDIs are usually associated with employment 21



Computer capital in the model corresponds to information processing equipment in the data.
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Figure 9: Offshoring cost over time of foreign workers. In addition, Figure 10 shows that the evolution of offshoring in the model (calibrated using FDI data) closely follows the evolution of offshoring by US multinationals between 1989 and 2008 (data). This suggests that using a direct measure of offshoring (which is only available between 1989 and 2008) instead of FDI would not significantly alter our results. In addition, this close correlation makes the stock of FDI a relevant proxy for the evolution of employment abroad over the whole period of interest (1975 - 2008).22 Figure 9 shows the evolution of offshoring costs over time that is implied by our model. As expected, the cost of offshoring decreases over time since the early 1980s reflecting the consequences of globalization and decreased communication and transportation costs. In Figure 11, we report the evolution of computerization costs implied by our model as well as the time series of the stock of information processing equipment as a share of GDP over time from the data. Between 1975 and 2008, the cost of computerization decreased by 22



Appendix A.3 compares the evolution of offshoring cost implied by our calibration to another potential proxy: trade costs. Our measure of offshoring costs closely follows trade costs especially after 1980.
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Figure 10: Employment of US multinational foreign affiliates and offshoring: model vs. data
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Figure 11: Computerization cost and stock of information processing equipment (%GDP) 94.6%, i.e. an average decrease of around 8.25% per year. These trends in computerization costs are consistent with the trend in stock of information processing equipment (Panel B of Figure 11). Next, we compare the prediction of our model regarding the evolution of the labor market and top inequality in the US over the period 1975 - 2008 to the data. Figure 12 shows the evolution of workers’ wages in the service and goods industry that is predicted by the model. The data shows that there has been a polarization of wages over the period 1975 -2008. Service jobs, which are typically low skill intensive, have seen their wage increase faster than wages in the goods sector (typically in the middle of the skill distribution). Our model matches the evolution of low-skill relative to middle-skill wages between 1980 and 2008 very closely. The second aspect of wage polarization relates to the evolution of wages at the top of the human capital distribution compared to the rest of the distribution. Over the last decades, wages of workers in the middle of the skill distribution have decreased compared not only
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Figure 12: Ratio of wages (workers) in the service and goods industry to low-skill workers but also relative to workers with high levels of human capital. Figure 13 compares the evolution of the ratio of wages in the goods industry and that of wages of managers. The model does not perfectly match the level of the ratio (Panel A). However, it is likely that the ratio of wages of workers in the goods industry to that of managers is overestimated as the wages in the database are top-coded and since occupations grouped into the managerial sector in our model are usually those receiving the highest wages. In Panel B of Figure 13, we report the change in this ratio over time by normalizing its value in 1975 to 1. Our model can explain 34% of the change in relative wages of workers in the goods industry and managers between 1975 and 2008. In addition to replicating wage polarization over the period 1975 - 2008 (especially at the bottom of the skill distribution), our model predicts a pattern in employment which matches the observed job polarization over the same period. Job polarization summarizes the Ushaped evolution of employment share by skill levels. In particular, the share of employment of low-skill workers (service workers in our model) and of high-skill occupations (managers
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Figure 13: Ratio of wages of workers in the goods industry and of managers In Panel B, the ratio of worker wages in the goods industry over managers’ wages is normalized to one in 1975 both in the model and in the data.
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Figure 14: Job polarization in our model) increased over the period 1975 - 2008 while the middle of the skill distribution (workers in the goods industry in our model) experienced a reduction in its share of total employment. Figure 14 compares the prediction of our model to the data. The model follows very closely the evolution of employment shares until the early 2000s. While the model does not fully account for the huge increase in low-skill service employment share that started around 2000, it does deliver predictions for the share of middle-skill and managers in total employment that are in line with the data. Eventually, we focus on the prediction of our model regarding top income inequality. The decrease in the cost of offshoring and computerization generate an increase in the profit of firms in the goods industry as workers abroad and computers are substitute to workers at
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Figure 15: Top income inequality home. Managers running bigger firms in terms of production and profit thereby receive higher compensation, implying that offshoring and computerization have an influence on the income of workers at the top of the skill distribution. However, managers are not the only type of workers whose wage increases as low-skill worker wages also increase relative to middleskill workers. In addition, offshoring and computerization leads to a reallocation of agents between occupations. Some middle skill workers move to service occupations while others become managers, thereby changing the overall distribution of income within the economy. It is therefore not clear whether the rise in offshoring and automation would necessarily lead to an increase in top income inequality. We find our calibrated model to predict a rise in top income inequality following the rise in offshoring and computerization (see Figure 15) and to explain around 41% of the increase in top income inequality over the period 1975 - 2008. Overall, our model does a good job at matching both targeted and non-targeted moments in the data. In particular, it shows that offshoring and computerization can jointly explain
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a significant share of two main evolutions on the labor market over the past 4 decades (job and wage polarization) as well as the rise in top income inequality observed over the same period. While the model matches the evolution of employment shares for all occupations and changes in relative wages between low- and middle-skill workers very closely, it is unable to explain all of the observed increase in manager wages and top income inequality. Offshoring and computerization nevertheless explain a significant share of the evolution of income at the top of the distribution: 34% of middle- to high-skill wage ratio and 41% of the increase in top income inequality. In the next section, we quantify the relative role that the evolution of wages abroad, offshoring costs and computerization costs have played on labor market polarization and inequality.



3.3



Identifying the causes of labor market polarization and



increased top income inequality In the previous section, we have shown that our calibrated model can match the evolution of job and wage polarization and top income inequality over the last four decades. We now use it to quantify the relative effects of changes in foreign wages, offshoring cost and computerization cost. We first present the two main costs associated with relocation of production in other countries (i.e., foreign real wages and offshoring costs). We then analyze the effects of computerization. To identify the role of each of these three costs, we first set the value of the corresponding cost to its value in 1975 for all time periods and compute the model predictions. We then compare these predictions to those of the full model.



3.3.1



Wages abroad



We first focus on wages abroad on labor market polarization and top income inequality. A decrease in real foreign wages can potentially increase the incentives to relocate production abroad and hence decrease the demand for middle-skill workers in the home goods sector. Figure 16 compares the prediction of the full model (taking into account the evolution of F all costs) and of the model in which we fix wtF = w1975 for all t. The figure suggests that



the evolution of wages abroad played a very marginal role in wage polarization between 1975
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F Figure 16: Wage polarization (wtF = w1975 )



Note: The dashed line represents the prediction of our calibrated model. The dotted line shows the prediction of the model in which wages abroad are set to their level in 1975 at any time.
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and 2008. As apparent from the time series of wages abroad in Figure 8, there is a downward trend until the mid-2000s. From 2005 onwards, real wages abroad tend to increase. Changes in wages abroad explain a very small part of job polarization in the model until 2005, but they play a counteracting role afterwards. Between 1975 and 2008, changes in real wages abroad only explain 0.10% of the change in the ratio between worker wages in the service and goods industry (in the model) and 0.12% of the change in the ratio of worker wages in the goods industry and manager wages.23 This implies that changes in wages abroad are not a significant cause of wage polarization since the late 1970s, suggesting that explanations based on one or both of the two other types of costs in our model, i.e. globalization and/or computerization costs. In Figure 17, we report the same comparison for job polarization. As expected, changes in wages abroad do not play a significant role for job polarization either. In particular, they explain only 0.08% of changes in the share of low-skill employment and 0.10% of changes in the share of middle-skill employment over the 1975-2008 period . Finally, we look at top income inequality. Figure 18 shows that wages abroad did not play a role in the evolution of top income inequality in the United States between 1975 and 2008. Once again, they barely explain anything about the increase in top income inequality between 1975 and 2005 and even act against the increase in inequality in subsequent years. Changes in wages abroad explain 0.09% of the change in top 10% income share in the model between 1975 and 2008. To conclude, even though lower wages in foreign countries are one of the reasons behind relocation of production abroad, the evolution of wages abroad do not explain the trends in wage and job polarization nor top income inequality. The reasons of these trends may then be found in increased globalization and/or automation and computerization.



3.3.2



Globalization and offshoring costs



Beyond wages, there are many other factors which may have an impact on the incentive to relocate production abroad. For instance, formal trade barriers may be removed, technologies may make the import of goods and services from foreign countries faster and cheaper, com23



This share is measured as



change in the f ull model − change in the restricted model . change in the f ull model
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F Figure 17: Job polarization (wtF = w1975 )



Note: The dashed line represents the prediction of our calibrated model. The dotted line shows the prediction of the model in which wages abroad are set to their level in 1975 at any time.
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F Figure 18: Top income inequality (wtF = w1975 )



Note: The dashed line represents the prediction of our calibrated model. The dotted line shows the prediction of the model in which wages abroad are set to their level in 1975 at any time. munication technologies may decrease the cost of managing multinationals with subsidiaries in different countries or improvement in human capital abroad can also facilitate offshoring of production. All these factors, which are related to economic globalization, are captured in our model by the cost of offshoring F Ct . Figure 19 reports the effect of the decrease in offshoring costs on wage polarization.24 Setting F Ct to its value in 1975 for all t leads to significant differences in the predictions of the model, suggesting that decreasing offshoring costs are responsible for a significant share of wage polarization. Indeed, Figure 9 shows that offshoring costs followed a downward trend over the whole period, while wage polarization kept widening over the same period. We also compute the overall role of offshoring on labor market polarization and income inequality, i.e. the combined effect of changes in wages abroad (which have been shown to be very small) and offshoring costs as measured by F Ct in our model. Changes in offshoring costs and foreign wages over the period 1975 - 2008 explain 65.2% of the change in the relative wages of workers in the service and goods industry, and 70.8% of the change in the relative 24



In Figure 19, we report the predictions of the model with F Ct = F C1975 for all t only, i.e. wages abroad and computerization costs are the same as in the full model.
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Figure 19: Wage polarization (F Ct = F C1975 ) Note: The dashed line represents the prediction of our calibrated model. The dotted line shows the prediction of the model in which the cost of offshoring is set to its level in 1975 at any time.
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Figure 20: Job polarization (F Ct = F C1975 ) Note: The dashed line represents the prediction of our calibrated model. The dotted line shows the prediction of the model in which the cost of offshoring is set to its level in 1975 at any time. wages of workers in the goods sector and of managers. This implies that a large share of the wage polarization which happened between 1975 and 2008 can be explained by the large decrease in offshoring costs over the same period associated with the different aspects of economic globalization. Regarding job polarization, the conclusions are relatively similar. The decrease in offshoring costs and foreign wages are responsible for 61.2% of the increase in the share of employment of low-skill service workers and 65.1% of the decrease in the share of middle-skill workers in the goods industry. Decreasing cost of relocating production to other countries benefited managers, as the decrease in the ratio of middle-skill workers to manager is largely explained by decreased
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Figure 21: Top income inequality (F Ct = F C1975 ) Note: The dashed line represents the prediction of our calibrated model. The dotted line shows the prediction of the model in which the cost of offshoring is set to its level in 1975 at any time.
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offshoring costs. The last question that we address in this section is whether decreased offshoring costs have also affected the share of income going to top income earners. The decrease in the relative wage of middle-skill workers and managers does not necessarily imply that top income earners necessarily see their share of total income increase. Focusing on top income inequality allows us to take into account all the changes which are associated with decreased offshoring costs and in general the reallocation of workers between occupations. Low-skill workers and managers actually benefit from globalization relative to middle-skill workers. Since the share in employment of these two occupations is modified, some middle-skill workers switch to higher-paid occupation. The net effect on top income inequality of decreasing offshoring cost is then potentially ambiguous. As we have shown in Section 3.2, our model can account for a non-negligible share of the rise in top income inequality which occurred between 1975 and 2008. Of this share of top income inequality explained by our model, 64.6% can be attributed to economic globalization and the associated decrease in offshoring costs. Overall, globalization and the decrease in offshoring costs are shown to be major causes of the observed wage and job polarization and increase in top income inequality over the period 1975 - 2008.



3.3.3



Computerization



Finally, we look at the effect of decreasing costs of computerization as a potential factor explaining the polarization of the US labor market and of increased top income inequality. Investment in computer by US companies increased over the period 1975 - 2008. Figure 22 shows the predictions of our model regarding wage polarization when the cost of computerization is set to its 1975 value for all time periods. The model accounts for a non-negligible share of wage polarization. Computerization accounts for the remainder of what is not explained by wages abroad and offshoring costs in our model. This corresponds to 34.8% of the change in the relative wages of workers in the service and goods industry and for 29.2% of the change in the relative wages of workers in the goods sector and of managers in the model. Similarly, computerization explains 38.8% of changes in the low-skill employment share
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Figure 22: Wage polarization (θt = θ1975 ) Note: The dashed line represents the prediction of our calibrated model. The dotted line shows the prediction of the model in which the cost of computers is set to its level in 1975 at any time.
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Figure 23: Job polarization (θt = θ1975 ) Note: The dashed line represents the prediction of our calibrated model. The dotted line shows the prediction of the model in which the cost of computers is set to its level in 1975 at any time.
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Figure 24: Top income inequality (θt = θ1975 ) Note: The dashed line represents the prediction of our calibrated model. The dotted line shows the prediction of the model in which the cost of computers is set to its level in 1975 at any time. and 34.9% of the decrease in the share of employment in middle-skill occupations (see Figure 23). Computerization explains the remaining 35.4% of the increase in top inequality in our model.



3.4



Decade-by-decade analysis



In the previous section, we have showed that labor market polarization and the increase in top income inequality over the period 1975- 2008 is largely explained by the effects of globalization and in particular the decrease in offshoring costs. Computerization also plays a non-negligible role. In this section, we decompose the period 1975 - 2008 into subperiods in order to identify the quantitative impact of offshoring and computerization over time. In particular, we decompose the whole period into 25 (overlapping) decades starting with 1975 - 1984 and ending with 1999 - 2008. Figures 25, 26 and 27 report the results respectively for wage and job polarization and for top income inequality. Bars represent the decomposition
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Figure 25: Share of wage polarization explained by globalization and offshoring (by decade) of changes in the full model explained respectively by wages abroad, offshoring costs and computerization costs. The results show that the decrease in computer cost is the main driver of labor market polarization and top income inequality until the mid 1990s. In more recent decades, the role of offshoring increases significantly. The effect of globalization on labor market polarization and top income inequality is the highest over the most recent decades. Over the period 1999 - 2008, offshoring explains almost 80% of changes in relative wages and employment shares as well as income inequality.25 25



Recall that the model matches job polarization and wage polarization at the bottom of the distribution very closely. Our model explains around 40% of the evolution of income at the top of the distribution.
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Figure 26: Share of job polarization explained by globalization and offshoring (by decade)
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Figure 27: Share of the increase in top income inequality explained by globalization and offshoring (by decade)



3.5



Discussion of quantitative results



The goal of this paper is to quantify the respective role of offshoring and computerization in the recent US labor market polarization and increased top income inequality. We first show that our model of occupational choice is able to replicate the observed trends in the data quantitatively. The model predicts the increase in employment shares of low-skill workers and the contemporaneous decrease in the share of employment in middle skill occupations. It also replicates the relative increase in low-skill wages relative to middle-skill workers. Additionally, our calibrated model explains 41% of the increase in top income inequality over the period 1975 - 2008 through the evolution of foreign wages, offshoring and computerization costs. Our quantitative results show that globalization, through decreased cost of relocation of middle-skill (routine) occupations to foreign countries, played a major role in the wage and job polarization in the US especially since the mid 1990s. Globalization also explains a non-negligible share of the increase in the share of income held by the top income earners. This is in contrast with several papers in the empirical literature which attribute most of labor market polarization to computerization (Autor and Dorn (2013), Goos et al. (2014), David et al. (2015) and Michaels et al. (2014)). On the other hand, Ebenstein et al. (2014),
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Ebenstein et al. (2015), Oldenski (2014) also find a significant effect of globalization on wage polarization by focusing on offshoring. Most empirical studies are based on changes over long periods of time (typically more than 10 years). In this paper, we look more closely at the year-by-year evolution of computerization and offshoring. We propose a model of occupational choice to quantify the relative effects of computerization and offshoring in a single framework. Computerization is shown to have played a non-negligible role on labor market polarization and top income inequality. However, its role was relatively lower compared to globalization since the mid 1990s, after which it explains less than 40% of polarization. Computerization was the main driver of polarization until the mid 1990s. Our results are in line with the empirical work in Firpo et al. (2011). Focusing on wages, they find that the effect of offshoring on polarization increased in the 1990s. Goos et al. (2014) also find that technical change and offshoring can jointly explain a large part of job polarization in a group of European countries.



4



Conclusion



In this paper, we propose a model of occupational choice with two sectors (low-skill services and goods) and four occupations (workers and managers in each sectors). Agents are heterogeneous in terms of human capital and endogenously choose their occupations. Whereas computer capital and workers abroad are substitutes for middle-skill workers (in the goods sector), low-skill services usually require face-to-face interaction and involve non-routine tasks which are not easily performed by machines or offshored. Changes in the cost of offshoring and computerization modify the incentive to substitute capital or workers abroad to home workers in the production of the good. This further alters the allocation of workers between occupations. Our model shows that lower offshoring or computerization costs can both explain employment and wage polarization as well as the increase in top income inequality observed since the early 1980s. We further use our model to quantify the relative role played by globalization and computerization in labor market polarization and inequality. Our model is able to quantitatively replicate the observed trends. Using yearly data, our calibration shows that both comput-
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erization and globalization played a significant role in labor market polarization as well as top income inequality. We further identify two subperiods. Computerization was the main driver of of labor market polarization until the mid 1990s. After that, globalization (through offshoring) became the main cause of labor market polarization. The same is true regarding the effect of computerization and offshoring on top income inequality.
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A



Appendix



A.1



Proof of Proposition 1



We first prove that agents with low levels of human capital choose to become workers in the service industry. Agents with human capital equal to zero receive a positive wage as workers in the service industry only. Since wg h, πg (h) and πs (h) are all continuous monotone functions of h going through the origin and at least wg h and πg (h) are increasing in h, there exists a level of human capital, h∗1 such that w = max{wg h∗1 ; πs (h∗1 ); πg (h∗1 )} and w > max{wg h; πs (h); πg (h)} for all h ∈ [0, h1 ∗]. This determines the first threshold HC1∗ = h∗1 > 0 below which agents choose to be workers in the service industry. The second step consists in showing that agents with high levels of human capital choose to become managers in the goods industry. The wage of workers in the goods industry as well as of managers in the service and goods industry is increasing in the level of human capital. The wage of workers in the service industry is constant. To determine the choice of agents with high levels of skills, we must determine the limiting wage offered by each occupation as the level of human capital goes to infinity. Given that αs ∈ (0, 1) and αg ∈ (0, 1), πs (h) and πg (h) are strictly convex functions:



πs (h) = +∞ h→∞ wg h πg (h) = +∞ lim h→∞ wg h lim



(27) (28)



Hence, agents with high levels of human capital choose to become managers. Given that αg > αs , we get
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lim



h→∞



πg (h) πs (h)



(1 − αg ) =



lim



h→∞







αg aH wg







αg 1−αg







αs ws







αg



1



Ψ (1−αg )(−1) (Ag pg h) 1−αg αs 1−αs



1 1−αs



(29)



(As ps h) (1 − αs ) α  H g αg 1 1−αg αg a (1−αg )(−1) (1 − αg ) w Ψ (Ag pg ) 1−αg αg −αs g = lim h (1−αg )(1−αs ) αs   1 h→∞ αs 1−αs 1−αs (A p ) (1 − αs ) w s s s = +∞



Agents with the highest levels of human capital choose to become managers in the goods industry and HC3∗ = {h|πg (h) = max[ws ; hwg ; πs (h)]} which is a singleton. This also implies that if there are agents choosing to work in the goods sector or as a manager in the service sector, they must have a level of human capital in [HC1∗ , HC3∗ ]. The last step consists in determining the value of HC2∗ ∈ [HC1∗ , HC3∗ ]. This can be shown by first noticing that all wage functions intersect each other only once over (0, +∞).26 That also implies that if the wage of managers in the service industry is higher (lower) than the wage of workers in the goods industry for a certain level of human capital (h) then it is also higher (lower) for any level of human capital greater (lower) than h. This result coupled with Equation (27) means that being a manager in the service industry is always preferred to being a worker in the goods industry for agents with human capital greater than h∗2 = {h|wg h = πs (h)}. This allows us to conclude that:    HC1∗ if h∗2 ≤ HC1∗    HC2∗ = h∗2 if h∗2 ∈ (HC1∗ , HC3∗ )      HC ∗ if h∗2 ≥ HC3∗ 3



(30)



This proves that the optimal strategy for agents follows the cutoff rule described in Proposition 1.  26



We can focus on the interval (0, +∞) since we have already proved that HC1∗ > 0.
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A.2



Proof of Proposition 2



All we need to prove is that any situation in which nobody works in at least one of the four occupation cannot satisfy all the equilibrium conditions. A situation in which agents only work in three occupations cannot be an equilibrium as it would imply that labor market clearing conditions are not met in one of the two sectors. The case with workers in only one occupation can be decomposed into two parts: (i) there are only workers or (ii) there are only managers. If there are only workers and no managers, labor market clearing conditions are not satisfied as there is no demand for the supply of labor or human capital. If there are only managers, market clearing conditions are not satisfied unless their demand for labor or human capital is equal to zero. This can only happen if wages are infinite (which contradicts the assumption that nobody wants to be a worker) or the price of the good or service is zero, in which case the demand for this good or service is positive and good market clearing conditions are not satisfied. Eventually, we consider the case in which agents work in only two occupations. We can already rule out the cases in which there are only workers or only managers as potential equilibria following the proof for the case in which agents work in only one occupation. We now need to consider the case in which there are workers and managers in the same industry. First assume that agents are active in the goods industry only. For the labor market in the goods industry to clear, we need 0 < wg < ∞. If the wage was zero, managers would make a strictly positive profit implying that workers should prefer to become managers contradicting the assumption that there are workers in the goods industry. If the wage was infinite, managers would make zero profit and would therefore prefer to become workers again contradicting the assumption that there are agents in two occupations. Therefore, we need the wage in the service industry to be equal to zero for nobody to be willing to become a worker in the service industry (otherwise there would be agents with very low human capital whose wage would be higher as workers in the service industry as workers in the goods industry). However, this implies that managers in the service industry could make positive profits with a positive labor demand. Since there are no workers in the service industry, labor markets would not clear. Hence, this cannot be an equilibrium. The second case involves agents in the service industry only. From Proposition 1, we
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know that there is always a strictly positive mass of managers in the goods industry unless the wage of managers in the goods industry is infinite or the wage of workers in the service industry is zero. The former can be ruled out as this would imply that agents would want to work as workers in the goods industry contradicting the assumption that there are only workers in the service industry. If the wage of service workers is zero, agents would choose not to work as worker in the service industry again contradicting the assumption that there are workers and managers in the service industry. This proves Proposition 2. 



A.3



Trade cost and offshoring cost comparison



This appendix proposes a comparison of trade costs as measure by the World Bank and offshoring cost implied by our calibration of the model for the period 1975 - 2008. Trade cost data is available for the period 1995 - 2010 only. We use a simple linear regression to forecast the value of trade cost before 1995. We focus on bilateral trades between China and US. We first regress the logarithm of trade costs on the logarithm of imports from China to the US. We use the estimated regression to forecast trade cost from 1975 to 1994. As expected, the coefficient of determination of this regression is relatively high (95%) as trade cost data are inferred from bilateral trade. Figure 28 reports the comparison between the forecasted trade costs and the offshoring costs implied by our model. We normalize the initial value to 1 in 1980 for both series. The two series are relatively similar (especially after 1980).
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Figure 28: Forecasted trade cost and offshoring cost
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